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Nomenclature 
b surface layer thickness 
C constant 
c concentration 
d rate of strain tensor 
F free energy 
FK kink energy 
Fv free energy far from the fiber 
G growth rate constant 
H enthalpy 
K ratio between tube diameter and fiber diameter 
L filament length 
l length of the critical nucleus 
Q flow rate 
R fiber diameter 


















internal entropy in the fluid phase 
internal entropy in the solid phase 
temperature 
melting or dissolution temperature 
dissolution temperature 
time 
axial fluid velocity 
difference between draw velocity and maximal 
fluid velocity 
draw velocity 
maximal f uid velocity without fiber 
fiber grow velocity 
velocity vector 
length of the "entrance l ngth" upstream of the 
fiber tip 
axial coordinate 
constant, depending o  the nucleation model 
total stretch 
activity coefficient 
shear ate or stretch rate 
boundary layer thickness 
characteristic length 
viscosity 
*) On leave from the Laboratory for Physical 
(Received February 6, 1978) 
t/e ~ elongational viscosity 
~/~h shear viscosity 
0 relative temperature difference 
A time constant 
# driving force 
p density 
a' tensile strength of the fiber 
a lateral surface free nergy 
ae fold surface free en rgy 
excess stress tensor co-ordinated tothe polymer 
molecules 
Z lattice restriction constant 
1. Introduetion 
Phenomena of strain-induced crystallization, 
Technology Delft University of Technology, Delft (The 
Netherlands), 
**) On leave from the RIM Laboratory for Solid 
State Physics, Catholic University Nijmegen (The 
Netherlands). 
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and more specifically of flow-induced fiber 
formation, have been well documented in the 
literature (1 -7) .  Fibers with very good mechan- 
ical properties have been grown from flowing 
polymer solutions (8-10)  under conditions of 
temperature and concentration such that, in the 
absence of flow, the driving force for crystalliza- 
tion would be small or even negative, i.e., fibers 
could in fact have a tendency to dissolve rather 
than to grow. 
A recent paper by McHu9h et al. (10) reports 
experimental observations on fiber growth from 
a seed in a Poiseuille flow. They observed that 
a fast "primary" growth in axial and radial 
direction results in rapid formation of a filament 
with a constant diameter of the order of 40 gm; 
this is followed by a slow "secondary" growth 
in the radial direction which starts at the seed 
and results in final fiber diameters of the order 
of 400 gm. 
In this paper we suggest a semi-quantitative 
analysis of the primary fiber growth phenom- 
enon as observed experimentally. We adopt an 
engineering viewpoint in the analysis; we wish 
to introduce methods by which the whole phe- 
nomenon could be modeled to the point of 
obtaining quantitative predictive ability, even 
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if at the cost of adopting order-of-magnitude 
estimates of the significant parameters and 
variables. The dependency of the final fiber 
diameter on the local shear and temperature is 
clearly shown in practice (8, 10). The prediction of 
the influence of rheology, capillary diameter and 
throughput on the growth process as indicated 
by this analysis, still needs experimental veri- 
fication. 
The phenomena considered are remarkably 
complex, and we focus attention on three main 
issues; the fluid mechanics involved, the molec- 
ular structure of the fluid from which the fiber 
is grown, and the crystal growth phenomenon 
itself. 
2. Driving force for fiber formation 
It is generally recognized that flow-induced 
fiber growth is related to the tendeney of polymer 
molecules to elongate and align in a flow field. 
Such elongation and alignment result in a 
decrease of conformational entropy, so that the 
partial molar free energy of a polymer in a 
flowing solution or melt may be appreciably 
higher than it is in the absence of flow. There- 
lore, in a flowing solution or melt, there may be 
a positive driving force for crystallization eren 
if in the absence of flow the driving force would 
be negative. 
A more quantitative formulation of the argu- 
ment given above is as follows. The driving 
force for crystallization is determined by the 
difference between the chemical potential of the 
polymer in the fluid and the crystal phases: 
Akt = AH - TAS  [1] 
where H is the enthalpy and T the absolute 
temperature. The entropy difference AS can be 
estimated as follows (11 -12): 
AS = Z + S f - S S - R*  lnyc [2] 
where S I and S s are the internal entropies of 
the polymer molecules in the fluid and solid 
phases, Z is the communal entropy and accounts 
for the absence of lattice restrictions for the 
fluid-phase polymer, R* is the gas constant, ?.is 
the activity coefficient and c is the fraction of 
the solution cells which is occupied by solute 
molecules, and can be expressed by an appro- 
priate concentration measure in the fluid phase. 
One may safely assume that, for small dis- 
placements from equilibrium because of flow 
field and concentration, AH has the same value 
as at equilibrium, say: 
AH = (T  AS)e« . [3] 
This assumption embodies the idea that, while 
flow may induce changes of conformational 
entropy, it does not induce variations of internal 
energy. Indeed, the assumption that whatever 
elasticity a polymeric fluid may have is entirely 
entropic has been studied theoretically in detail 
(13), and has been shown experimentally to be 
acceptable (14). 
Since in equilibrium A#eq = 0, we are allowed 
to subtract his from eq. [1]. Combination of 
eqs. [1] and [2], and taking eq. [3] into account, 
gives: 
Akt : {T [~eq - -  ~]  - -  T [ s f  - -  sf ]} 
+R*T ln  7c [4] 
(~C)oq 
In the absence of flow, and under the assumption 
that the influence of entanglements does not 
change much for small displacements from equi-. 
librium, the term in curled brackets on the right 
hand side of eq. [4] can be approximated by 
zero, so that: 
Akt=R*T ln  7c [5] 
(~ C)eq 
which, under the additional assumptions that 
Beq '~~ ~, and that A# is small, can be linearized 
to: 
Akt = R* T c - c~a [6] 
Ceq 
"Eq. [6] is the classical no-flow result that the 
driving force for crystallization is proportional 
to the supersaturation. 
In the presence of a flow field, the term in 
curled brackets on the right hand side of eq. [4] 
is not zero; if ASflow is the flow-induced ecrease 
of conformational entropy, and under the same 
assumptions leading from eq. [5] to eq. [6], one 
obtains: 
Akt = T ASnow + R*  T c - C~q [7] 
Ceq 
Eq. [7] shows that Akt may be positive even 
when c is less than c~q. 
Alth0ugh the expressions for the driving force 
(eqs. [6] and [7]) are quite simple under certain 
restrictions, a solubility curve is necessary for 
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both cases. However, it is very difficult to 
determine the equilibrium concentration, which 
may be the reason that there are no such curves 
given in the literature. 
Therefore it is feasible to use a simpler ex- 
pression for the driving force. This can be ob- 
tained directly from eq. [1] in combination with 
eq. [3] under the assumption that AH may be 
taken constant within the small temperature 
differences as applied in fiber growth processes: 
Tmd-T 
A# = T ASnow + ' ~  AH [8] 
Tm,d 
where Tm,d is the melting temperature in the case 
of melt or the dissolution temperature in the 
case of solutions. Again, eq. [8] shows that A# 
may be positive even if the temperature of the 
melt or solution is higher than the melting or 
dissolution temperature. 
We will now consider the growth process in 
more detail by introducing a scheme for the 
energy barriers a molecule taust overcome to 
enter an energetically favored place on the sur- 
face (15, 16). We will consider a situation that 
the solution or melt is stirred (fig. 1), and that 
the fiber would dissolve without a flow field. 
The free energy content F of a molecule as a 
function of its place is given. Several subproces- 
ses can be distinguished. Molecules diffuse from 
the bulk to the crystal surface as a result of a 
free energy gradient; they have to deal with the 
activation free energy AFv diff, that determines the 
diffusion jump from one equilibrium position 
in the solution to a neighboring one. Far from 
the fiber the stretching of molecules as a result 
of a shear field is generally not very effective, so 
that in that case the free energy Fv is about the 
same as that without a flow field. Near the 
surface the free energy content goes up by an 
amount [TASIfiow. In the interface the mole- 
cules must be Separated from the solvent, and 
a certain disentanglement takes place: so AFùds 
determines the entering of the surface adsorp- 
tion layer. AFdead s determines the leaving of the 
same layer. AF~urf taust be taken into account 
when the molecules are physically absorbed on 
the surface prior to crystallization (17). Finally, 
the growth unit must overcome an energy AFk 
(this value depends on the lengths of the chain 
folds) to enter an energetically favored place 
(kink) on the surface. 
The difference in chemical potential 
A# = Fv + ITASIf,ow - Fk [9] 
determines the driving force for crystallization. 
This energy scheme gives only a rough survey 
of the main processes occurring during growth, 
and does not include any description of the 
process of chain folding. 
3. Fluid mechanics 
In order to express eqs. [7] and [8] in a more 
quantitative way, an estimate of A Snow is needed. 
Obtaining such an estimate requires an appro- 
priate modeling of the molecular structure of 
the polymeric fluid; of course, this molecular 
AF~dJ ~ Fdeads 
~.'Ti7 /
F~ AFvclif f]'~ 
volum¢ interface sur'fac¢ sJL¢s kink 
Fk 
Fig. 1. Energy barriers that a molecule must overcome to enter an energetically favored place on the surface 
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model taust include the influence of flow kine- 
matics. 
Although many molecular models for poly- 
meric fluids have been developed, they are 
generally purely mechanical models, i.e., they 
allow calculation of the stresses induced by flow 
but not of the entropy changes. More recently 
the thermodynamic analysis of some of these 
models has been carried out (18); a general 
analysis of the connection between such molec- 
ular model and the continuum thermodynamic 
theory of polymers is available (19); a recent 
paper eviews the state of the art of the modeling 
of flow-induced changes of conformational en- 
tropy (20). The mathematical complexity of 
these more general analyses i rather impressive, 
and for the purpose of the engineering analysis 
to be developed hefe, we refer specifically to the 
thermodynamic model of a suspension of linear 
elastic dumbbells developed by Marrucc i  (20). 
For Marrucci 's  model, the entropy change due 
to flow is given by: 
tr 
ASnow - 2eT  [10] 
where tr ~ is the trace of the excess tress tensor 
co-ordinated to the polymer molecules. 
Eren after a molecular model has been 
selected, an analysis of the fiber growth pheno- 
menon requires explicit consideration of the 
fluid mechanics involved. This in turn implies 
the choice of a constitutive equation, the logical 
one being, of course, the one that is produced 
by the molecular model chosen; in the case of 
Marrucci 's  model, this would dictate adoption 
of the contravariant Maxwell model: 
• + A-~7-= rU [11] 
where A is the time constant, t/ the viscosity, 
dthe rate of strain tensor and @~/~t  the Oldroyd 
contravariant convected erivative given by 
Bz Oz 
Dt  ät 
- -  + v.  V~: - • . •v - (Vv)T ' z  . [12] 
The equations of motion for the contravariant 
Maxwell model can easily be solved far up- 
stream and far downstream of the fiber tip, 
where the flow field is essentially the same as 
for a Newtonian solution. It is, however, 
presumably out of the question to obtain an 
analytical solution for the flow near the fiber" 
tip, not only because of the mathematical 
complexity involved but also because of the 
rather sketchy knowledge of the actual shape 
of this tip, which makes it difficult to establish 
the appropriate boundary conditions. 
4. Fiow field around the fiber 
The most complete analysis of the fluid 
mechanics involved in fiber growth is given by 
Mack ley  (22). He considered creeping flow 
around an elongated ellipsoid at zero incidence, 
and could apply this model to the growth of 
small fibers in the entrance region of a jet, for 
growth from solution (23) as well as from the 
melt (26). The elongational velocity gradients 
near the tip appeared to be rauch larger than 
the shear ate in Mackley 's  model. 
An extension of this model to the growth of 
very long fibers as they are grown by placing a 
seed in the solution (8-10) would involve the 
following problems: 
(i) The filament resulting from the primary 
growth has essentially a constant diameter (10), 
so that an ellipsoid does not seem to be a good 
geometrical nalogy. A better description of the 
morphology would be given by a rod, but it is 
well-known that there is no non-trivial steady- 
state solution for the equations of motion for 
creeping flow parallel to an infinite long tod in 
an infinite fluid. 
(ii) Flow around an ellipsoid is strongly in- 
fluenced by the leading edge kinematics, while 
a fiber grown from a fixed seed or one con- 
tinuously withdrawn from the fluid has no 
leading edge. 
(iii) This model does not include the influence 
of the vessel dimensions on the fiber growth. 
Since no steady state solution for an infinite 
long rod in an infinite liquid exists, it is obvious 
that for the growth of long fibers after a certain 
entrance region the vessel geometry plays an 
important role in the fluid dynamics. 
We therefore choose to analyse the following 
geometrical configuration: 
Consider a cylindrical filament at the axis of 
he tube. The problem reduces to axial laminar 
flow in an annulus region between two con- 
centric cylinders in the part of the tube where 
the fiber is present and to a simple Poiseuille 
flow where there is no fiber in the tube (fig. 2). 
The inner cylinder (fiber) is moving with a 
velocity equal to the draw velocity VD and there 
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I 
I 
[ transi l ion zone 
is anet  throughput -Q  through the system. 
Taking r, z, and 0 as the 1, 2, and 3 direction 
respectively, it is easy to show that sufficiently 
rar from the fiber tip the stress deviator for a 
contravariant Maxwell model equals 
• • = ~ 2 /11  ` 2 [13]  
0 
which justifies a Newtonian solution for the 
flow fiel& When the pipe to fiber diameter 
ratio K is much larger than unity (as is ob- 
viously always the case), the following result is 
obtained for the shear rate at the filament 
surface 
du r=R=( .V  D 2Q ) ( .  1 -) [14] 
dr R ~ K 2 R 3 1 - In K 
When we introduce Vv as the fluid velocity 
which would prevail at the tube axis if there 
were no fiber present and V the difference be- 
tween the draw velocity and VF, eq. [14] reduces 
to 
du ~=R- V 1 [15] 
?3 ~ 1-1nK 
Contrary to Mackley's result (22) eq. [15] 
takes also the pipe diameter into account. The 
velocity gradient at the fiber wall goes to zero 
when the pipe diameter goes to infinity (although 
very slowly). 
The interesting problem now is how far 
downstream from the filament ip is this well- 
developed velocity profile indeed reached. In 
order to make such an estimation one could 
attack the cylindrical boundary layer problem 
for an annulus directly which in fact leads to a 
closed form solution in the case of a Newtonian 
fluid. 
One does not, however, need to use explicitly 
such a closed form solution, since a simple 
I V F 
I 
- -12> 13 
Fig. 2. Fiber growth in a Poiseuille flow 
order-of-magnitude analysis of the classical 
boundary layer type leads immediately to: 
Y"-- =1/ v~p [16] 
dr r=R V [zlt/ 
where p and t/ are the density and viscosity of 
the fluid, and J z[ is the distance from the tip. 
Since the flow field is essentially a shear flow, it 
seems appropriate to take t/as the shear viscos- 
ity of the fluid. As expected, the shear rate at 
the fiber surface decreases with increasing [z[, 
and an estimate of the length Zu required for 
development of the velocity profile is obtained 
by requiring the right hand side of eqs. [15] 
and [16] to coincide; this yields: 
Zu 
-- Re (1 - in 1) 2 [17]  
R 
where Re is the Reynolds number based on the 
fiber radius and the relative velocity V. 
Even if very dilute solutions with viscosities 
of only a few centipoises are considered, the 
value of Re for a 40 Ixm filament is at most of 
order unity; in concentrated solutions or melts 
that value would be of the order of 10-2 or even 
rauch less than that. Values of K are no more 
than 104, so that the right hand side of eq. [17] 
would at most be of order 10, and very likely 
much less than that. The upstream velocity 
profile develops within at most a few filament 
radii, so that to all practical purposes the entire 
filament may be considered as exposed to the 
velocity profile prevailing at z--+ -o% i.e., to 
a shear rate given by eq. [15]. 
The flow field downstream of the fiber tip is 
mainly an elongational f ow. Although in our 
case an exact analytical treatment of this elonga- 
tional flow cannot be given an estimation of the 
stretch near the fiber can be made. We there- 
fore choose first to analyse the elongation 
downstream from a non-growing fiber and we 
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anchore the coordinate system to the fiber tip, 
located at z = 0. Far downstream of the fiber 
an undisturbed Poiseuille flow can be assumed 
and its center velocity With respect o the tip 
equals V r+ V»= V (fig. 3). For an order of 
magnitude stimation we generalize Mackley's 
, _ ', ,11 . / -  
F ig .  3. Qualitative streamline pattern around a non- 
growing seed 
solution for the elongational f ow downstream 
of an ellipsoid to 
( la ~/z) )  
u : v i - - [~8]  
where # is some characteristic axial length much 
larger than the distance z over which we look 
and C is a geometrical parameter. In fact the 
magnitude of these parameters i  related to the 
shear stresses at the fiber wall, and in Mackley's 
analysis they are given by the magnitude of the 
ellipsoid axes. For our order of magnitude sti- 
mation we may leave them undefined. 
Differentiating eq.[18] with respect to z 
gives the stretch rate downstream of the fiber 
tip: 
au V 
. . . . .  [19] k= az Cz 
However, it should be pointed out that the flow 
downstream ofthe fiber tip is from a Lagrangian 
point of view an unsteady elongation. The 
material is only elongated for a finite length of 
time. Therefore it is not the stretch rate but the 
total stretch that is important for the growth 
process (25); if we assume for this order-of- 
magnitude stimation the molecular stretch to 
be of the order of the fluid stretch we have to 
integrate q. [19] with respect o time: 
au dt=S au 1 dz [20] r=:  f az %zü 
After substitution of eqs. [18] and [19] in this 
equation we obtain 
dz 
r= = I [21]  
z(C - In ([/z)) 
which can easiiy be integrated to give: 
Fzz = in [ln (~) -C]  + constant. [22] 
Without going into further details concerning 
the various constants it is clearly evident hat 
the total stretch of the molecules very close to 
the fiber tip is very large. 
Another solution for a wake downstream an 
axial symmetric body is given by Schlichting (26). 
Although this solution is inaccurate at short 
distances from the fiber tip its limiting behavior 
is also a logarithm of the reciprocal distance. 
It has to be realized that all these solutions 
are for a non-growing body, where all side walls 
are stationary with respect o the tip. In fact 
this solution could be compared with the flow 
around the seed before the fiber actually starts 
growing. As shown in figure 3 the elongation 
is downstream of the tip and not very effective 
since a molecule that has once passed the tip 
generally would not reach this tip anymore but 
is carried away, no matter how much the stretch 
is. Only molecules that are attached to the seed 
just before they would leave the tip can contrib- 
ute to the initiation of the axial growth. 
Once the fiber starts growing and a critical 
growth velocity has been exceeded the situation 
changes quite dramatically. This can most 
easily be seen when the fiber is drawn at the 
same velocity as it grows, which means that the 
growing tip remains stationary but the fiber 
wall has a velocity -V». This introduces an 
extra backflow as is shown in the qualitative 
stream line pattern of figure 4. The elongated 
molecules now can reach the tip very easily 
and it also gives rise to renewal of solution near 
the tip, thus mitigating the diffusion of polymeric 
material from the bulk of the fluid to the tip as 
a limiting factor in the growth. 
ùf  ,~ß.. ~~/ ,~~~ 
. . . . . . .  ~z<77,«~..', ... ..... #~ ', .1 , .1 
i " ,  i / \  i I~ / 
Fig. 4. Qualitative streamline pattern around the grow- 
ing fiber 
It is by no means sure that the total stretch 
remains unchanged in comparison with the 
no-growth analysis. However since there is a 
certain similarity between the development of 
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the velocity profiles in the two cases it is still 
to be expected that the total stretch near the 
fiber tip is extremely large. 
A similar argument can be used when the fiber 
is stationary while the tip is growing, as for 
instance is the case in McHugh's experiments 
(10). In this case we can attach the coordinate 
system to the growing tip which implies at once 
that the fiber walls have a velocity -V» with 
respect o the tip itself. As long as the growth 
velocity is smaller than the maximal velocity 
which prevails in an empty tube this would 
imply that the argumentation is qualitatively 
the same as for the drawn fiber. Since the 
elongation is very high it seems from hydro- 
dynamical point of view that the only restriction 
to the axial flow ir that it cannot be larger than 
the local fluid velocity. 
The predictions of this qualitative model can 
also explain the initiation of the growth process 
(27). Once the seed is placed in the flowing 
solution it takes a certain time before the fiber 
starts growing. This initiation time is quite un- 
predictable and varies roughly between 5 seconds 
and 5 minutes, independent of whether an arti- 
ficial or a natural seed has been used. This can 
be related to the difficulties of the elongated 
molecules to attach to the non-growing seed as 
described before. After this initiation time, once 
the fiber starts growing it grows very rapidly 
indeed. 
It has to be realized that other constraints can 
be put on the primary axial growth. Because the 
tensile strength of the filament must sustain the 
load resulting from the shear stress at the fila- 
ment surface at a given filament radius the 
length of the fiber cannot exceed a certain value 
because otherwise the filament would break. 
When we consider a filament of length L and 
radius R the upper limit of its length Lmax is 
given by: 
a'R 2 (1 - In K) 
Lma x : [23] 
2r/V 
where a' is the tensile strength of the filament. 
In order to prevent he fiber from breaking (or, 
in other words, to obtain a stable growth 
process) the radial growth of the very th in  
primary filament just after formation must ex- 
ceed a certain value, given by 
dR > 2tl V dL [24] 
dt a'R {1 - 21nK} dt 
5. Axial and radial growth 
With the knowledge of driving force and shear 
stresses at the fiber wall, it is now possible to 
calculate the growth of the fiber. We suppose 
that the primary growth consists of two parts, 
an axial growth at the tip and an initially rapid 
radial growth that slows down at increasing 
fiber diameters and becomes approximately 
zero when the fiber reaches the final diameter 
of primary growth (40 ~tm in the experiments of
McHugh et al. (10)). Eq. [8] gives a relation for 
the driving force for the growth of a fiber in a 
flow field, and the fiber will actually grow as 
long as this driving force exceeds a critical value. 
If we assume that this critical value is small 
compared with the individual terms of eq. [8] 
(this is generally the case), we can define a critical 
value of the entropy drop which the actual flow 
induced entropy drop has to exceed in order to 
make the fiber grow: 
~~~r~t=~~( ~  ) ~~~~ 
where Ta is the dissolution temperature. This 
critical value is of course only meaningful if the 
actual temperature of the solution exceeds the 
dissolution temperature since for Td > T the 
polymeric material will crystallize ven in the 
absence of a flowfield. The enthalpy per unit 
volume (AH" c) is within reasonable imits equal 
to the heat of fusion (2.8' 108 J/m a) (1"/). Under 
the assumption of a contravariant Maxwell 
model as a constitutive quation, the entropy 
drop due to flow can be obtained from a combi- 
nation of eqs. [10] and [13]: 
ASflow - - - ,  [26] 
cT  
and a combination of this result with eq. [25] 
leads to the conclusion that the fiber will grow 
until the shear rate at the wall reaches a critical 
value given by: 
[--Ä'-~--- O] 1/2 [27] 
where 0 is the relative temperature which can 
be expressed in terms of the absolute tem- 
peratures 
0 = T -  ~ [28] 
T~ 
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Fig. 5. a) Critical shear rate at the fiber wall as a function of relative temperature and rheological properties of 
the solution. - b) Shear r te at the fiber wall as a function of the fiber-radius, the relative velocity and the 
capillary diameter. (The vertical axes have the same scale.) 
The final diameter of the fiber will be reached 
when the radius is such that the shear rate of 
the wall (as expressed by eq. [15]) coincides 
with the critical shear rate: 
R«( I - lnK«)= VF At/ ~1/2 [29] 
L AHcO B 
which is an implicit function for the final radius. 
Figure 5 gives the results of these calculations 
in a quantitative way. The left graph shows the 
dependency of the critical shear rate at the wall 
as a fünction of the temperature with the rheo- 
logy of the solution as parameter, the right graph 
shows the flow induced shear rate (at the same 
scale as the left graph) as a function of the fiber 
radius with the relative velocity between the 
moving fiber and the undisturbed center veloc- 
ity in an empty pipe as well as the capillary 
diameter as parameters. 
5.1. The influence of the distribution functions 
on~the 9rowth process - 
In the previous part we have given an engi- 
neering approach to describe the fiber growth 
process. However, it has to be realized that the 
entropy change due to flow is an average value, 
there exists a distribution in the stretching and 
orientation of the molecules. Even if this entropy 
change due to flow is slightly smaller than the 
critical .value, the molecules that have a larger 
stretching than the average can crystallize and 
the fiber will grow, although very slowly. Ana- 
logously, when the average entropy drop is 
slightly higher than the critical value, not all 
molecules are in the right shape to contribute 
to the growth. At this point it is interesting to 
compare the efficiency for the crystallization 
process of elongational f ow and shear flow. In 
a shear flow the molecules have a tendency to 
tumble. Once a molecule is aligned with the 
flow a small disturbance in its orientation can 
cause the molecule to tumble around. On the 
other hand, an elongational f ow is stabilizing. 
Once a molecule is aligned with the flow, every 
disturbance in this alignment will immediately 
be damped out. Because of this difference in 
rotational freedom, the width of the orientation 
and stretching distribution of the molecules in an 
elongational f ow will be smaller than that in a 
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shear flow. This implies that, when the average 
free energy of the molecules in the flow is higher 
than the critical value, an elongational f ow is 
more effective than a shear flow, even if the trace 
of the stress tensor is the same for both flow 
fields, as shown in figure 6 a. If, on the other hand, 
the average free energy is slightly lower than the 
critical value, the shear flow still can give rise to 
some growth while the elongational f ow is in- 
effective (fig. 6 b). 
5.2. The crystal growth equations 
in connection with the distribution functions 
of the molecules in the ßuid 
The difference in distribution functions be- 
tween shear flow and elongational flow has also 
its consequences for the growth phenomena of 
the fiber. 
At it has been pointed out by Lauritzen and 
Hoffman (17) polymer molecules generally crys- 
tallize in a folded chain conformation, and the 
N ional f low 
Fcr i t  
growth front proceeds perpendicular to the 
chain direction. Assuming a surface nucleation 
mechanism, they calculated the growth rate and 
the length of the chain folds as a function of the 
driving force, Ay. The growth rate G is given by: 
G = G* exp { -Œba««/A#R* T} [30] 
where G* includes the diffusion process to the 
crystal and some specific crystal parameters, 
c~ is 2 or 4 depending on the nucleation model, 
b is the surface layer thickness, cr is the lateral 
surface free energy, and «e is the fold surface 
free energy. 
From this formula it can be seen that generally 
chain folding is preferred over extended chain 
crystallization because of kinetic reasons, since 
it has the lowest fold surface free energy ae and 
therefore the highest growth rate. 
At a certain driving force the average fold 
length has a value a little bit higher than 
l = 2«e/(A#), the length of the critical nucleus. 
~-~ F 
e longat lona l  f l ow 
sh« 
Fig. 6. Distribution function of the free energy for 
shear flow and elongational flow. a) The elongational 
flow is more effective than the shear flow. b) The shear 
flow is more effective than the elongational f ow 
Fcr i t  ~-- F 
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When A# is not too high, the fold length can be 
approximated by this value. 
These formulas for the growth rate and the 
fold length are derived for stagnant solutions 
or melts. It is assumed that they do not apply 
to the inner part of the fiber that is favored by 
extensional f ow. Elyashevich et al. (28) have 
developed a thermodynamical analysis about 
the decrease of conformational entropy owing 
to the drawing of a molecule into a crystal. They 
showed that, below a certain extension of the 
molecule, the crystallization with the formation 
of folded chain crystals is thermodynamically 
preferable, and above that value extended chain 
crystals are formed. Although this theory is not 
coupled to a certain flow field, it is assumed 
that extensional f ow may provide the right 
conditions. 
We will now consider the radial growth of the 
fiber in connection with the crystal growth 
equations. Taking the distribution function for 
a shear flow into account (fig. 6), it is easy to 
see that the driving force varies from a certain 
value that is determined by the concentration 
of the solution (see eq. [-9]) to that of a com- 
pletely extended chain. This means that the 
growth rate and the fold length also vary. 
If the driving force is zero because of the 
concentration, the average value of A# = 
(T A S)How. That means for this case that from 
the point of view of crystal growth we can expect 
every fold length between the length of the 
critical nucleus and the length of an extended 
molecule, with a maximum percentage having 
a length alittle bit larger than I = 2a«/(T A S)f~ow. 
When we raise the temperature a few degrees 
without changing the concentration f the solu- 
don, the value of (TA  S)flow does not change 
rauch, but the difference in chemical potential 
between molecules in the solution far from the 
fiber and in the crystal (Fv - FK) becomes more 
negative (see fig. 1). Although the free energy 
content goes up by an amount iTA S]f~ow near 
the surface, this still gives a lower value of the 
driving force. This means that the average fold 
length becomes larger. This explains why the 
mechanical properties of a fiber are better when 
it is grown at a higher crystallization tempera- 
tute (29). 
6. Conclusions 
In spite of existing uncertainties that make it 
necessary to adopt some rough order-of-magni- 
tude estimations, it was possible to obtain a 
quantitative prediction for the growth of fibers 
from solution. 
The driving force for this process is partly 
caused by the difference in chemical potential 
between the solute molecules and the molecules 
in the fiber because of the concentration f the 
solution (at temperatures above the dissolution 
temperature this difference is negative), and 
partly by the decrease of the communal entropy 
(~) and internal entropy (S I) of a solute molecule 
because of the flow field. Assuming a Maxwell 
fluid, which means that the molecules are 
considered as elastic dumbbells, the decrease 
of entropy can be calculated under the restric- 
tion that the influence of entanglements can be 
neglected (21). This means, of course, low con- 
centrations of the solutions. It appeared that 
under these restrictive assumptions the decrease 
in entropy because of a certain flow field can be 
added to the classical no-flow result, where the 
driving force is linearly proportional to the 
supersaturation. 
In this paper the growth of a fiber in Poiseuille 
flow is considered. The shear stress at the wall 
of a filament can reduce the entropy of the poly- 
mer molecules to such an extent that radial 
growth occurs even at high crystallization tem- 
peratures, although this growth goes rapidly to 
zero when the fiber reaches its final diameter. 
This final diameter, eached when the entropy 
drop at the fiber wall equals a critical value, is 
among others a function of the rheology of the 
solution and, therefore, through viscosity and 
relaxation time coupled with the concentration 
and the molecular weight of the polymer used. 
Since the drop in conformational entropy is 
quadraticly proportional to the relative velocity 
between the fiber wall and the undisturbed fluid 
flow, an external velocity field apart from that 
which originates from the fiber drawing seems 
extremely helpful. 
The axial growth of the primary filament 
originates from the elongational f ow at the 
fiber tip. Although the total elongation of the 
molecules in this field is expected to be very 
large this is not of much use before the fiber 
starts growing, since the elongated molecules 
will not reach the fiber tip. Only molecules that 
are (partially) stretched by the shear flow at the 
seed walls and attached to the seed just before 
leaving the tip can contribute to the initiation of 
the axial growth. Once the fiber starts growing 
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it grows very rapidly since the elongated mole- 
cules can reach the tip very easily. 
Also the strength of the über can be important. 
Although it has no significance for übers near 
their fmal diameter, it is an important restriction 
for the very thin primary fibril that may form at 
the tip. Considering for instance such a fibril 
of 100 Ä diameter for polyethylene («' < 1.27. 
10 l° Pa) in a 1 Pas  solution flowing with a 
relative velocity of 4 cm/s it appears that this 
filament must have a length of less than 3.6 mm. 
This implies that if one tries to improve the 
axial growth too much without increasing the 
radial growth the filament will break and the 
whole process might become unstable. Knowl- 
edge of the actual extension flow at the tip is 
still lacking and it is clear that more research in 
this area has to be done. 
From crystal growth point of view, it can be 
seen that because of the need for larger extension 
of the molecules in order to crystallize at higher 
temperatures, übers that are grown at higher 
temperatures must have better mechanical 
strength than übers grown at a lower tempera- 
ture. This is shown experimentally by Zwijnen- 
bur 9 and Pennings (29). 
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Summary 
An engineering model of über growth from a flowing 
solution is presented. Attention is focussed on three 
main issues: the fluid mechanics, the molecular struc- 
ture ofthe fluid, coupled with the thermodynamics, 
and the crystal growth itself. Although because of 
existing uncertainties order of magnitude analyses 
had to be adopted it was possible to obtain quanti- 
tative predictions about he growth process. 
Zusammenfassung 
Es wird ein einfaches Modell des Faserwachstums 
aus einer strömenden Lösung vorgestellt. Dabei wer- 
den vor allem drei wesentliche Aspekte betrachtet: die 
Strömungsmechanik, die molekulare Struktur und 
Thermodynamik der Flüssigkeit, sowie das Kristall- 
wachstum selbst. Obgleich wegen der noch bestehen- 
den Unsicherheiten ur größenordnungsmäßige Ab- 
schätzungen i Ansatz gebracht werden konnten, war 
es dennoch möglich, quantitative Aussagen über den 
Wachstumsvorgang zu erhalten. 
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